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Perspective #1:

Shortage Drives 

Different Utility 

Behaviors





When Not in Drought

 Water utilities across the country complain 

about not selling enough water and with 

resulting revenue loss

 Consumers expect the water bill to go 

down when supplies are available

 Conservation behavior often diminishes 

without a perceived drought crisis

 The costs avoided by the utility from 

conservation get forgotten in the drive to 

sell excess capacity



40 of the 50 States



$533 Billion Shortfall by 2020
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Perspective #2:

Energy is Becoming a 

Significant Factor



US Daily Water Withdrawals

49%

31%

11%

6%
3%

US Daily Water Usage

Power plant cooling

irrigation

public supply

industrial & mining

livestock & 
aquaculture

Total = 410 Billion Gallons in 2005

Source: US Geological Survey 2005



The Carbon Footprint of Water

River Network 2009

15%  of 

U.S.

Carbon



Embedded Energy 

Source:  California Energy Commission, 2005 IEPR



Local Data is Key

 Every type of water supply running through 

the utility system has a different embedded 

energy value

 Utilities need to know what their on-margin 

energy numbers are for their water supplies

 Wastewater should not be forgotten

 Water conservation programs can be 

targeted to reducing demand in the most 

beneficial manner to the system

 Numerous models exist to help analyze this 

(stay tuned)



Utility Opportunities

 System optimization for energy is 

important, but a large energy benefit can 

also come from customer demand side 

conservation

 Energy efficiency funding can be used to 

fund customer water efficiency programs 

when the energy benefit is calculated

 Need a better way for the water and 

energy communities to work together 

because we haven’t in the past



December 9, 2010  Workshop

 AWE and ACEEE got the 

stakeholders together

 Over 75 key organizations 

identified and invited

 54 individuals from 41 groups

 31 themes identified with votes 

on priority areas

 8 Main Themes emerged with 

recommendations

 5 Priority areas for immediate 

action identified



National Action Needed

 Blueprint document 

issued with over 50 

recommendations from 

the stakeholder workshop

 Focused on state and 

national policies and 

programs

 www.a4we.org



Perspective #3:

Revenue Loss Is 

THE Big Issue All 

Across the Country



Our Reality

We don’t like to revise our rates

 It is politically unpopular,  so rates are 

changed as little as possible

 The inevitable inflationary increase is 

postponed until it is a crisis

 Conservation is blamed as the culprit –

even when the water utility or district is 

doing no active conservation programs at 

all!



All The Rate Drivers

 Reduced demand from efficient fixture 

replacement  under the plumbing and 

appliance codes

 Reduced demand from active conservation 

programs

 Reduced demand from the recession:  

industrial shift layoffs, home foreclosures

 Reduced peak demand because of weather

 Need to maintain/renovate infrastructure

 Inflation

 Rise in fixed costs
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Trends in consumer prices (CPI) for utilities [1978 to 2009]
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Postage

Electricity

Internet (1997=100)
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Interstate phone

Beecher IPU-MSU



The Anomaly

Water is still a bargain for the consumer

 A 30% rise in rates is often still no more 

than a $4 per month increase in the 

average customer bill

 The same consumer -- angry about rising 

water rates -- buys a 16 ounce bottle of 

water sold for $1.25, equivalent to $10.00 a 

gallon. People are willing to pay 10,000 

times more for it when it comes in a bottle

 This perception is our fault – we have too 

long wanted to be the “silent provider”



The Utility Perspective

Utilities are in a boom or bust cycle.

 When at overcapacity, they want to sell 

every drop to make their revenue goal

 When a drought occurs, they need the 

consumers to cut back but they actually sell 

more water

 Mixed messages to the customer

 Revenue structure cannot deal with these 

wide swings

 We need properly designed rate structures 

to stabilize systems



And Conservation?

It should still be a cost reducer to the utility

 Every gallon saved is water that does not 

have to be pumped and treated and 

delivered to the customer

 Reduced utility costs generally mean 

reduced rates for the customer on a long-

term basis

 But the effects have to be planned for

 Conservation should not be the scapegoat 

for revenue loss due to other drivers



Bottom Line

Wasting water should not make economic 

sense

 Water is a commodity with a lot of 

embedded treatment and energy cost in it

 If conserving water makes rates rise, it is 

more a failure to plan rather than a failure of 

economics

 It is also a failure of how we are structuring 

our rates



AWE Water Pricing Primer

Introduction 

The Rationale for Efficiency 

Cost Knowledge 

The Cost of Water 

Cost-based Rates 

Pricing and Efficiency 

How Price Matters 

Rate Design 

Efficiency-oriented Rates 

Conservation and Revenues

Implementing a Change in Rates

Communication is Key 



Perspective #4:

Customer Efficiency 

Has Benefits for Water 

and Wastewater 

Systems
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Model Navigation Worksheet



Tracking Tool Inputs and Outputs

Model Outputs
Savings Analysis    Benefit-Cost Analysis    Revenue/Rate Impacts

Conservation 
Measure Data

System 
Avoided Cost 

Data

Baseline 
Demand Data



Capacity Deferral Analysis







Benefit-Cost Analysis Tabular Output



Perspective #5:

The First Class Utility 

Is No Longer 

Crisis-Driven





Effects of Growth

Water Resources and 
Population Growth, 
2000-2020
Source: DOE/NETL (M. Chan, July 2002)



Utilities Must Plan Differently

 Planning for sustainability and revenue 

stability is not the same now in 2012 as 

the typical utility growth planning of the 

past

 Cost-based rate structures must 

evaluate the future costs as well as the 

current and past ones

 The consumer must be a partner in this 

new planning paradigm



Urban Water Use

Landscape

58%

Clothes 

Washers

9%

Showers

7%

Toilets

11%

Dish 

Washers

1%

Baths

1%Other

7%

Faucets

6%

Source: AWWRF Residential End Uses of Water, 1999



Involving The Consumer 

 The Problem:  they are unaware of their 

own water usage levels

 They want the water bills to go down and 

not up

 Education on the level of their own water 

waste is critical

 Water IQ campaign and other media 

efforts

 AWE building consumer web site for 

linking to water utilities:  Home Water 

Works



Home Water Works

 Residential consumer 
oriented web site

 Water Use Calculator

 Water saving tips

 Detailed info on:
 Toilets

 Clothes washers

 Landscape design, 
installation, & maintenance

 Irrigation

 Faucets

 Much more…

www.home-water-works.org



One Option

 Water budget-based rates are found to be the 

most equitable rate structures

 The revenue requirement based on the budgets, 

not the actual consumption 

 This means predictable, low bills for customers 

that conserve

 Customers exceeding their budget pay more, 

with the penalty revenue used to fund 

conservation programs

 Because the water utility is made whole by 

collecting its needed revenue on the budget 

baselines, it does not lose money when 

customers conserve



Affordable Home Design Guides



WaterSense Label 

 20% more efficient

 Performance Tested

 Already labeled:

 Toilets

 Faucets

 Showerheads

 Urinals

 New Homes

 New Labels:

 Irrigation controllers

 Pre-rinse spray valves









Online Resource Library

 Originally built in 2008 and use is growing

 Nearly 7 million hits so far in 2011 with over 

540,000 discrete users

 Daily average hits: Over 24,000

 Document downloads:  over 200,000

 Daily average downloads:  over 2,000

 Content update now underway and will be 

completed in December, 2011

 Who uses it?






